
Flowering Plant Anatomy

ACROSS
1  An organ that grows out of the stem or branches of a plant. It is usually green, contains chlorophyll and performs photosynthesis.
4  To produce offspring or a copy of oneself.
6  A fibrous and conductive bundle of tissue at or near the surface of a leaf; a rib
7  The part of the pistil of a flower, normally on the tip of the style or ovary, which receives pollen.
9  The dust-like particles on the anthers of a flower. These contain the male gametes. They must unite with the female gametes 

before fertile seeds can be produced.
10 The segments of the calyx which enclose a bud. Though usually plain and green, they may sometimes be ornate.
12 The fertilized ovule of a flowering plant that contains the embryo of a new plant.
13 The reproductive product of a plant; the seed of plants, or the part that contains the seeds.
15 The chemical reaction by which carbon dioxide and water combine producing oxygen and the sugars that a plant needs for 

growth.
16 The underground part of a bulbous plant that contains the embryo of a new plant.

DOWN
2  The part of the plant that contains the reproductive organs. It is often colorful and scented to attract pollinating insects.
3  The enlarged, rounded, ovule-producing base of the female portion of a flower that eventually develops into a fruit after being 

fertilized.
5  The green coloring matter of plants, which is necessary to photosynthesis.
7  The male floral organ, bearing the anther, which produces pollen.
8  A thickened, usually underground, food-storing organ. Roots and shoots grow from growth buds, called "eyes", on the surface.
9  The female organ of a flower, comprised of the style, stigma, and ovary.
10 The pores on a plant's stem or leaf, which through opening and closing, control the exchange of gases with the outside.
11 The stalk of a plant whose purpose is to support the plant and to transport nutrients, water and sugars.
14 The part of a plant, normally underground, that absorbs nutrients and anchors the plant into the ground.
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